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Tod Hudson was a typical teenager. He liked girls, sports, food and tolerated his younger brother, Nash. In fact, he had his whole
life in front of him—and due to his bean sidhe heritage, it was going to be a very long life indeed. And then the car accident
occurred. Suddenly Tod's future wasn't so sure, and he had to make a choice. Life... Death... or something Between....
When a Texas high school student starts hearing voices, she assumes she is schizophrenic like her father, but instead she finds
out that she is a "Speaker," who can communicate with the dead in order to help their troubled souls find resolution.
Includes an excerpt from Strange new world.
I died on a Thursday—killed by a monster intent on stealing my soul. The good news? He didn't get it. The bad news? Turns out not
even death will get you out of high school… Covering up her own murder was one thing, but faking life is much harder than Kaylee
Cavanaugh expected. After weeks spent "recovering," she's back in school, fighting to stay visible to the human world, struggling
to fit in with her friends and planning time alone with her new reaper boyfriend. But to earn her keep in the human world, Kaylee
must reclaim stolen souls, and when her first assignment brings her face-to-face with an old foe, she knows the game has
changed. Her immortal status won't keep her safe. And this time Kaylee isn't just gambling with her own life….
Camelia and Ben are two teens with the power of psychometry. But now Camelia has started to hear voices. Mean voices.
Camelia receives frightening premonitions that someone's in danger. But who is the victim? And how can Camelia help them when
she is on the brink of losing her own sanity?
In the year 2195 when society is technologically advanced but follows the social mores of Victorian England, orphaned Nora
Dearly is left at the mercy of her domineering, social-climbing aunt, until she is nearly kidnapped by zombies.
What if the characters in a vampire novel left their world - and came into yours? Amy is in love with someone who doesn't exist:
Alexander Banks, the dashing hero in a popular series of vampire novels. Then one night, Amy meets a boy who bears an eerie
resemblance to Alexander. In fact, he is Alexander, who has escaped from the pages of the book and is in hot pursuit of a wicked
vampire named Vigo. Together, Amy and Alexander set out to track Vigo and learn how and why Alexander crossed over. But
when she and Alexander begin to fall for each other, Amy wonders if she even wants him to ever return to the realm of fiction.
From RACHEL VINCENT, New York Times bestselling author, comes the first book in a new series about a girl who must join
forces with rogue exorcists to save her sister and, ultimately, humanity. Sixteen-year-old Nina Kane should be worrying about her
immortal soul, but she’s too busy trying to actually survive. Her town’s population has been decimated by soul-consuming
demons, and souls are in short supply. Watching over her younger sister, Mellie, and scraping together food and money are all
that matters. The two of them are a family. They gave up on their deadbeat mom a long time ago. When Nina discovers that Mellie
is keeping a secret that threatens their very existence, she’ll do anything to protect her. Because in New Temperance, sins are
prosecuted as crimes by the brutal Church and its army of black-robed exorcists. And Mellie’s sin has put her in serious trouble.
To keep them both alive, Nina will need to put her trust in Finn, a fugitive with deep green eyes who has already saved her life
once and who might just be an exorcist. But what kind of exorcist wears a hoodie? Wanted by the Church and hunted by dark
forces, Nina knows she can’t survive on her own. She needs Finn and his group of rogue friends just as much as they need her.
Banshee Kaylee prepares for her battle against an incubus attack while the people she loves are targeted by old enemies and her
cousin Sophie discovers the truth about Kaylee's world.
If I DieHarlequin
She doesn't see dead people, but… She senses when someone near her is about to die. And when that happens, a force beyond
her control compels her to scream bloody murder. Literally. Kaylee just wants to enjoy having caught the attention of the hottest
guy in school. But a normal date is hard to come by when Nash seems to know more about her need to scream than she does.
And when classmates start dropping dead for no apparent reason, only Kaylee knows who'll be next…
Every so often, two people are born who are the perfect match for each other. Soulmates. But while the odds of this happening are
about as likely as being struck by lightning, when these people do meet and fall in love, thunderstorms, lightning strikes and
lashings of rain are only the beginning of their problems. After a chance meeting at a local band night, Poppy and Noah find
themselves swept up in a whirlwind romance unlike anything they've ever experienced before. But with a secret international
agency preparing to separate them and a trail of destruction rumbling in their wake, they are left with an impossible choice
between the end of the world, or a life without love... "Warning: this book will demolish your heart as it has demolished mine." - CJ
Skuse, Author of Rockaholic Shortlisted - UKYA Awards
When rejection comes back to bite you... Jordan's life sucks. Her boyfriend, Michael, dumped her, slept his way through half the
student body, and then killed himself. But now, somehow, he appears at her window every night, begging her to let him in. Jordan
can't understand why he wants her, but she feels her resistance wearing down. After all, her life -- once a broken record of boring
parties, meaningless hookups, and friends she couldn't relate to -- now consists of her drinking alone in her room as she waits for
the sun to go down. Michael needs to be invited in before he can enter. All Jordan has to do is say the words....
A final collection of novellas in the best-selling Soul Screamers series includes the stories, With All My Soul, Fearless, Niederwald
and Last Request. Original.
And the scream keeps coming… Don't miss Volume Two of New York Times bestselling author Rachel Vincent's unique and
fascinating Soul Screamers series. MY SOUL TO KEEP Aside from the whole "I scream when someone is about to die" thing,
Kaylee Cavanaugh's life has gotten better. She's getting to know her dad, doing okay in school and has a hot new boyfriend who
understands her in every way. Until the hellion Avari starts tempting everyone with an exotic new drug—demon's breath…. MY
SOUL TO STEAL Now on shaky ground with Nash Hudson, Kaylee is taking their relationship easy. But then Sabine—Nash's
ex—storms into their lives. She's determined to get Nash back and there's nothing she won't do to remind him of what they had.
And since Sabine has special abilities of her own, Kaylee is headed into a battle she's not sure she can win…. REAPER —First time
in print!— Though Tod Hudson died two years ago, thanks to his job as a Reaper he's never had to move on or let go of his
family—no matter how much Nash would like him to! But few people know about how he came to accept the job of claiming souls….
Lose yourself in Maggie Stiefvater’s NEW YORK TIMES bestselling Shiver series: SHIVER, LINGER, and FOREVER. shiver
Sam's not just a normal boy -- he has a secret. During the summer he walks and talks as a human, but when the cold comes, he
runs with his pack as a wolf. Grace has spent years watching the wolves in the woods behind her house -- but never dreamed that
she would fall in love with one of them. Now that they've found each other, the clock ticks down on what could be Grace and
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Sam's only summer together. linger Can Grace and Sam last? Each will have to fight to stay together -- whether it means a
reckoning with his werewolf past for Sam, or for Grace, facing a future that is less and less certain. Enter Cole, a new wolf who is
wrestling with his own demons, embracing the life of a wolf while denying the ties of being human. For Grace, Sam, and Cole, life
is harrowing and euphoric, enticing and alarming. As their world falls apart, love is what lingers. But can it be enough? forever For
Grace, Sam, and Cole, the story continues -- only now, the stakes are even higher than before. Wolves are being hunted. Lives
are being threatened. It's becoming harder and harder to hold on to one another. The past, the present, and the future are about to
collide in one pure moment -- a moment of death or life, farewell or forever.
For fans of Cassandra Clare and Richelle Mead comes the unputdownable sequel to The Stars Never Rise, a book Rachel Caine,
author of the bestselling Morganville Vampires series, called “haunting, unsettling, and eerily beautiful.” ONE SPARK WILL RISE.
Nina Kane was born to be an exorcist. And since uncovering the horrifying truth—that the war against demons is far from
over—seventeen-year-old Nina and her pregnant younger sister, Mellie, have been on the run, incinerating the remains of the
demon horde as they go. In the badlands, Nina, Mellie, and Finn, the fugitive and rogue exorcist who saved her life, find allies in a
group of freedom fighters. They also face a new threat: Pandemonia, a city full of demons. But this fresh new hell is the least of
Nina’s worries. The well of souls ran dry more than a century ago, drained by the demons secretly living among humans, and
without a donor soul, Mellie’s child will die within hours of its birth. Nina isn’t about to let that happen . . . even if it means she has
to make the ultimate sacrifice. Praise for THE STARS NEVER RISE “This high-stakes romantic thriller had me hooked from the
very first page!” —Kimberly Derting, author of the Taking trilogy “A hugely fun and entertaining read.” —SLJ “Vincent (the Soul
Screamers series) carves out an intriguing niche in the post-apocalyptic landscape . . . plenty of reasons for readers to look
forward to the next installment.” —Publishers Weekly “Reminiscent of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale . . . fans of
Divergent and the Hunger Games will love the complexity of the setting and characters.” —VOYA
The companion to the "New York Times" bestsellers "Graceling" and "Fire." Eighteen-year-old Bitterblue, queen of Monsea,
realizes her heavy responsibility and the futility of relying on advisors who surround her with lies as she tries to help her people to
heal from the 35-year spell cast by her father, a violent psychopath with mind-altering abilities.
On the night of Skye’s seventeenth birthday, she meets two enigmatic strangers. Complete opposites—like fire and ice—Asher is
dark and wild, while Devin is fair and aloof. Their sudden appearance sends Skye’s life into a tailspin. She has no idea what they
want, or why they seem to follow her every move—only that their presence coincides with a flurry of strange events. Soon she
begins to doubt not just the identity of the two boys, but also the truth about her own past. In the dead of a bitingly cold Colorado
winter, Skye finds herself coming to terms with the impossible secret that threatens to shatter her world. Torn between Asher, who
she can’t help falling for, and Devin, who she can’t stay away from, the consequences of Skye’s choice will reach further than
the three of them could ever imagine. A Beautiful Dark is the first book in a captivating trilogy by debut author Jocelyn Davies.
When Kaylee Cavanaugh screams, someone dies. So when teen pop star Eden croaks onstage and Kaylee doesn't wail, she
knows something is dead wrong. She can't cry for someone who has no soul. The last thing Kaylee needs right now is to be
skipping school, breaking her dad's ironclad curfew and putting her too-hot-to-be-real boyfriend's loyalty to the test. But starry-eyed
teens are trading their souls: a flickering lifetime of fame and fortune in exchange for eternity in the Netherworld—a consequence
they can't possibly understand. Kaylee can't let that happen, even if trying to save their souls means putting her own at risk….
The world of uglies, pretties, and specials is over. Now, it's all about fame. In the new book in Westerfield's "New York
Times"-bestselling Uglies series, everyone's social status is constantly monitored and rated, and anyone can be a celebrity in an
instant.
The Tower Syndicate will fall… The secret daughter of the head of an infamous Skilled crime family, Sera Brandt has hidden her
past, her potential and especially her powers. But when a tragedy strikes her other family, Sera needs justice. And the only way to
get it is to reveal her heritage- including a rare Skill-and take the reins of the TowerSyndicate from her cunning and malicious aunt.
If he can figure out how… Kristopher Daniels might have the answer. He's fought the syndicate to protect his sisters, but he'd never
realized just how close to the new heir he needed to get.… And if they can survive Neither is used to trusting. But there's something
between them that can't be ignored. And so Sera is on the run with a man she can't figure out, a target on her back and the new
knowledge of just how powerful she really is….
Don't Close Your Eyes. Sophie Cavanaugh is not going to let her freak of a cousin's strange psychiatric condition ruin high school
for them both. Not after all the work she's put into cultivating the right look, and friends, and reputation. But then, Sophie sees
something so frightening she lets out a blood-curdling scream—and finds herself stuck in a bizarre parallel world where nothing is
safe and deadly creatures lurk just out of sight, waiting for her to close her eyes and sleep...forever. Could this world be real? Or
does insanity run in the family...?
What happens when the reapers come for Kaylee? Don't miss Volume Three of New York Times bestselling author Rachel
Vincent's compelling, spellbinding Soul Screamers series. IF I DIE Thanks to her mother's sacrifice, Kaylee Cavanaugh has lived
most of her life on borrowed time, but now that borrowed time is almost up. Kaylee has only seven days left to prepare for the end.
To say goodbye. And yeah, to stop an incubus from preying on her high school. Tick tock… NEVER TO SLEEP First time in print!
Sophie Cavanaugh is sick of the social fallout from her cousin Kaylee's mental issues. Doesn't she realize people think "crazy"
runs in the family? But then a cute boy, a fateful scream and a trip to a nightmare world leave Sophie wondering just what's
real—and how to get home…. BEFORE I WAKE Dying wasn't easy for Kaylee, but faking life is a whole new kind of struggle. The
only good moments are those spent in Tod's arms. But death hasn't stopped her old enemies, and now everyone Kaylee loves is
in danger…. Soul Screamers The last thing you hear before you die
It starts with a scream…. New York Times bestselling author Rachel Vincent's compelling Soul Screamers series keeps getting
better—here, for the first time, the original stories are compiled into one special volume…. My Soul to Lose —The prequel: never
before in print!— Kaylee is just your average girl shopping at the mall with friends—until a terrified scream bursts from her that
cannot be stopped. Taken to a hospital ward, will she be able to save her mind—and her life? My Soul to Take She's always felt
different, but now Kaylee discovers why. The screams that cannot be denied mean that someone near her will die—and she can
never save them. Because saving one life means taking another…. My Soul to Save Going on dates with her boyfriend is still new
to Kaylee. But when the singer of the band they're seeing dies onstage and Kaylee doesn't scream, she knows something crazy is
going on. Soon she discovers souls can indeed be sold….
The unscrupulous new Council chair has charged Jace, Marc and me with trespassing, kidnapping, murder and treason. Yeah,
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we've been busy. But now it's time to take justice into our own hands. We must avenge my brother's death and carve out the rot at
the heart of the Council. It's not going to be easy, and loss seems unavoidable, but I have promised to protect my Pride, no matter
what. With a target on my back and Marc at my side, I'm heading for a final showdown that can—that will—change everything
forever. A showdown I'm not sure I'm ready for. But life never waits until you're ready.
Instantly drawn to a mysterious, alluring boy in her class, teenaged Megan, an American living in Ireland, discovers that they are
linked by a supernatural destiny that gives them powers Megan never knew she possessed.
In KISS ME DEADLY, editor Trisha Telep moves beyond the vampires of her bestselling collection THE ETERNAL KISS and
brings together werewolves, ghosts, shapeshifters, and fallen angels to quicken the hearts of paranormal romance fans. Full of
dark seduction and modern romance, this short story collection is sure to satisfy every vampire, werewolf, ghost, zombie, and
shapeshifter fan’s darkest desires. Featuring stories by Sarah Rees Brennan, Becca Fitzpatrick, Caitlin Kittredge, Karen
Mahoney, Daniel Marks, Justine Musk, Diana Peterfreund, Michelle Rowen, Carrie Ryan, Maggie Stiefvater, Rachel Vincent,
Daniel Waters and Michelle Zink.
It was supposed to be a fun day, shopping at the mall with her best friend. Then the panic attack started and Kaylee Cavanaugh
finds herself screaming, unable to stop. Her secret fears are exposed and it's the worst day of her life. Until she wakes up in the
psychiatric unit. She tries to convince everyone she's fine--despite the shadows she sees forming around another patient and the
urge to scream which comes burbling up again and again. Everyone thinks she's crazy. Everyone except Lydia, that is. Another
patient with some special abilities....
Most of us are doomed to knowing there's something better out there but we can't discover it. What would you do if the hottest guy
in school turned out to be your perfect match - your soulfinder? Sky is the shy English girl, new to the American high school in
Wickenridge, and she's about to surprise everyone - most of all herself.
SOMETIMES DREAMS DO COME TRUE AND THAT's THE LAST THING KAYLEE NEEDS Working things out with Nash her
maybe boyfriend is hard for Kaylee. She's already coping with being a teenage banshee. Worse, Nash's gorgeous ex-girlfriend just
transferred to their school. Sabine's no ordinary girl. She's a mara, a real-life walking nightmare. Draining people's energy through
their darkest dreams sustains Sabine and makes her Kaylee's top suspect in a cluster of super-creepy deaths. To win back Nash,
Kaylee's determined to unearth the truth. But Sabine knows the deathly secrets of Kaylee's subconscious and she's not afraid to
use them to get whatever and whoever she wants Vincent is a welcome addition to the genre Kelley Armstrong SOUL
SCREAMERS The last thing you hear before you die
Powerful and compelling, this high-stakes, feminist reimagining of Little Red Riding Hood is perfect for fans of Stephanie Garber
and Meagan Spooner. For as long as sixteen-year-old Adele can remember, the village of Oakvale has been surrounded by the
dark wood—a forest filled with terrible monsters. A forest that light itself cannot penetrate. Unlike her fellow villagers, Adele cannot
avoid the dark wood. Adele is one of a long line of guardians: women who secretly take on the form of a wolf, in order to protect
their village. But when accepting her fate means giving up the boy she loves, abandoning the future she imagined for herself, and
breaking her own moral code, she must decide how far she is willing to go to keep her neighbors safe.
The entire school's talking about the gorgeous new math teacher, Mr. Beck. Everyone except Kaylee Cavanaugh. After all,
Kaylee's no ordinary high-school junior. She's a banshee—she screams when someone dies. But the next scream might be for
Kaylee. Yeah—it's a shock to her, too. So to distract herself, Kaylee's going to save every girl in school. Because that hot new
teacher is really an incubus who feeds on the desire of unsuspecting students. The only girls immune to his lure are Kaylee and
Sabine, her boyfriend's needy ex-girlfriend. Now the unlikely allies have to get rid of Mr. Beck…before he discovers they aren't quite
human, either. But Kaylee's borrowed lifeline is nearing its end. And those who care about her will do anything to save her life.
Anything.
"Compelling and edgy, dark and evocative, Stray is a must read! I loved it from beginning to end." —New York Times bestselling
author Gena Showalter STRAY is New York Times bestselling author Rachel Vincent first book in her acclaimed Shifter series. I
look like an allAmerican grad student. But I am a werecat, a shapeshifter, and I live in two worlds. Despite reservations from my
family and my Pride, I escaped the pressure to continue my species and carved out a normal life for myself. Until the night a Stray
attacked. I'd been warned about Strays—werecats without a Pride—constantly on the lookout for someone like me: attractive, female
and fertile. I fought him off, but then learned two of my fellow tabbies had disappeared. This brush with danger was all my Pride
needed to summon me back…for my own protection. Yeah, right. But I'm no meek kitty. I'll take on whatever—and whoever—I have
to in order to find my friends. Watch out, Strays—'cause I got claws, and I'm not afraid to use them… More Praise: "Well written,
fresh, charming, great voice —Buffy meets Cat People. I loved it, and look forward to much more in the future from this talented
author." —New York Times bestselling author Heather Graham "Rachel Vincent is a new author that I'm going to be watching."
—New York Times bestselling author Kim Harrison "A highoctane plot with characters you can really care about. Vincent is a
welcome addition to the genre!" —Kelley Armstrong, author of the Women of the Otherworld series Previously Published.
There's an allure to vampire tales that have seduced readers for generations. From Bram Stoker to Stephanie Meyer and beyond,
vampire stories are here to stay. For those fresh-blooded fans of paranormal romance or for those whose hunt and hunger never
dies, these stories have what readers want! This collection of original tales comes from some of the hottest, most popular, and
best-selling YA writers, including: Holly Black (The Spiderwick Chronicles, Tithe), Libba Bray (A Great and Terrible Beauty),
Melissa De La Cruz (Blue Blood), Cassandra Clare (City of Bones), Rachel Caine (Morganville Vampires), Nancy Holder and
Debbie Viguie (Wicked), Cecil Castellucci (Boy Proof, Queen of Cool), Kelley Armstrong (Women of Otherworld), Maria V. Snyder,
Sarah Rees Brennan, Lili St. Crow, Karen Mahoney and Dina James....They will make everyone a sucker for eternal kisses.
Kori Daniels is a shadow-walker, able to travel instantly from one shadow to another. After weeks of confinement for betraying her
boss, she's ready to break free of the Tower syndicate for good. But Jake Tower has one final job for Kori, one chance to secure
freedom for herself and her sister, Kenley, even if it means taking it from someone else.… The job? Recruit Ian Holt—or kill him.
Ian's ability to manipulate the dark has drawn interest from every syndicate in the world, most notably an invitation from Jake
Tower. Though he has no interest in organized crime, Ian accepts the invite, because he's on a mission of his own. Ian has come
to kill Tower's top Binder: Kori's little sister. Amid the tangle of lies, an unexpected thread of truth connecting Ian and Kori comes to
light. But with opposing goals, they'll have to choose between love and liberty….
Kaylee has one addiction: her very hot, very popular boyfriend, Nash. A banshee like Kaylee, Nash understands her like no one
else. Nothing can come between them. Until something does. Demon breath. No, not the toothpaste-challenged kind. The
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Netherworld kind. The kind that really can kill you. Somehow the super-addictive substance has made its way to the human world.
But how? Kaylee and Nash have to cut off the source and protect their friends—one of whom is already hooked. And so is someone
else…
When Tristan survives the transformation to vampire, Savannah, aware that she has triggered a war between the Clann and the
vampire council, must recruit an untrustworthy ally to counter a powerful ancient being.
What does it mean when your school is voted the most dangerous in America? It's time to kick some hellion butt… After not really
surviving her junior year (does "undead" count as survival?), Kaylee Cavanaugh has vowed to take back her school from the
hellions causing all the trouble. She's going to find a way to turn the incarnations of Avarice, Envy and Vanity against one another
in order to protect her friends and finish this war, once and forever. But then she meets Wrath and understands that she's closer to
the edge than she's ever been. And when one more person close to her is taken, Kaylee realizes she can't save everyone she
loves without risking everything she has.… SOUL SCREAMERS The last thing you hear before you die
I'm Madison Avery, in charge of heaven's hit squad . . . and fighting it all the way. When Madison died the night of her prom, she
knew her life would never be the same. Now she has a powerful amulet, a team of rogue angels by her side, and the ability to flash
forward into the future to see the shape of destiny. And of course, now she's finally with Josh—a perfect boyfriend who doesn't even
mind that she's dead. But being dead has its disadvantages, too. Madison feels caught between the light and the dark, and
between her real life and her timekeeper status. When Madison has the opportunity to get her body back—to be alive again—she
faces her most difficult decision yet. If she claims it, she could return to being a normal girl—and have a chance at a real
relationship with Josh. But would having the one thing she wants most in the world also mean giving up everything she's worked
so hard for?
From New York Times bestselling author Rachel Vincent comes a richly imagined, provocative new series set in the dark
mythology of the Menagerie… When Delilah Marlow visits a famous traveling carnival, Metzger's Menagerie, she is an ordinary
woman in a not-quite-ordinary world. But under the macabre circus big-top, she discovers a fierce, sharp-clawed creature lurking
just beneath her human veneer. Captured and put on exhibition, Delilah is stripped of her worldly possessions, including her own
name, as she's forced to "perform" in town after town. But there is breathtaking beauty behind the seamy and grotesque reality of
the carnival. Gallagher, her handler, is as kind as he is cryptic and strong. The other "attractions"—mermaids, minotaurs, griffins
and kelpies—are strange, yes, but they share a bond forged by the brutal realities of captivity. And as Delilah struggles for her
freedom, and for her fellow menagerie, she'll discover a strength and a purpose she never knew existed. Renowned author Rachel
Vincent weaves an intoxicating blend of carnival magic and startling humanity in this intricately woven and powerful tale
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